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Introducing readers to the latest research applications, the new Fifth Edition of the bestselling

Physical Chemistry: Principles and Applications in Biological SciencesÃ‚Â puts the study of

physical chemistry in context. Clear writing and the ideal level of mathematics combine for an

engaging overview of the principles and applications of contemporary physical chemistry as used to

solve problems in biology, biochemistry, and medicine.  Ã‚Â 
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I know calculus because I have taken quite a bit but this book just sucks at explaining. I have found

a few errors in the example problems and have spent more time searching how they got an answer

than I should of. It is written in a very boring fashion and non-eye pleasing way; so if you feel you

are a boring teacher please don't pick this book. The only color in the text is green, neither good or

bad.



One of the better Pchem books I've run into. Their detail is great for when you are struggling to

remember something, and the problems are wonderful to go over before tests.

Interesting.

Good book

Great conditions

Honestly, could have been written much better. Only had the (fortunate) requirement of reading

through chapters 11-15 for my survey class at UC Berkeley (Chem 130B); chapters 11-15 are the

book's treatment of quantum/spectroscopy. Honestly, it seems like the authors are trying to

maximize "watering down" material (because students who use are probably in the equivalent of a

very "un-rigorous" survey course like the one I took), and this doesn't help explanations in the book

at all (which are already not very well-written to begin with). Because the book isn't built from the

ground-up (i.e. derivation-based), chapters 11-15 just become a mesh of equations that are being

thrown at you one after another, with not much text in-between to explain really what is going on

physically.tl;dr It's hard to blame the authors because I'm guessing the assumed audience is one

with not a strong mathematical background or something. But this in turn leads to confusing text and

overall not a thorough understanding of the topic

Its a decent book. It's not an easy read but I guess it really isn't supposed to be. My biggest problem

is that there are a number of errors in the supplementary equations and problems at the end of each

chapter. However, if you have access to the solutions manual they usually correct and account for

these errors. Moreover, from what I have seen, the chapter bodies are generally error free. I would

speculate that the supplementary problems/equations were not edited or proofread as rigorously as

the chapter content.Disclaimer: I have only studied chapters 2,3,4 and 6 thus far.

Many typos and multiple questions with incorrect answers made this textbook confusing and

frustrating (as if p-chem isn't fun enough already). I can not recommend this textbook.
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